
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ELECT CHRIS LEE FOR  

LY INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE  

WHO I AM:                                       
 

 
 
 

I am a current postgraduate law student at the University of Law, having graduated from the 
University of Oxford in 2014 with a degree in German Language and Literature. As a Liberal from a 

BME background, I am passionate about diversity, tolerance and fairness - three values that are 
central to my politics and my life. I am based full-time in Central London and can be contacted at 

any time at clee368@gmail.com, where I am happy to answer any questions you may have. 

WHAT I AIM TO DO: 
 

- Work with the International Officer and other members on the LY Federal Executive in managing 
relations with international sister organisations, including LYMEC and IFLRY. 

- Help to run international campaigns and events, including the campaign for Britain to remain 
within the European Union. 

- Develop the "LY International" brand across Europe and the rest of the international community. 

- Strive to ensure that access to international LY events remains fair and affordable to all members 
of LY. 
 

WHAT I CAN BRING TO THE ROLE: 
 

- Awareness of international cultures: as a Taiwanese-Canadian dual citizen who has had the 
privilege of living in Hong Kong, Britain and Germany, I have experienced life across a number of 
cultures across the world. These experiences have afforded me a great deal of cultural awareness 
and a uniquely international perspective of both domestic and global politics. 

- Language skills: I am a native English speaker, and I am also fluent in German and spoken 
Mandarin. Furthermore, I am currently learning Polish in my spare time.  

- Organisation and efficiency: I have extensive experience in organising events and managing  
teams of volunteers. Two examples of this are my previous work as President of Oxford Aegis, a 
student society campaigning against genocide, where I organised fundraising events, film 
screenings and panel discussions. In addition, as Student Director at the LEASE project last year, I 
coordinated a team of 35 volunteers in analysing and summarising 200+ reports for the Leasehold 
Advisory Tribunal. 
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